
#

61

Captain

YES

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6053 308 5.14 1.86 32 1/4 9 1/4 31 7.6 4.5 112 36

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

CAREER INFORMATION

C

YEAR – RD – TM

Prospect (Last, First)

Morse, Mitch
Pro Position(s) DOB (Age)

4-21-92 (26)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Hawkins, Brian

TEAMCOLLEGE

Kansas City Chiefs

SUMMARY

4th year C who has started 52 of 52 career games, including 13 starts in 2018, missing Weeks 7 to 11 with a

concussion. First year playing under OC Eric Bieniemy and 4thyear playing under OL coach Andy Heck in a

Spread scheme that employs a lot of lateral blocking by OL and a versatile Screen Concept game. Elite height and

very good weight, with good arm length and a thick frame. Good AA, with good first step and initial quickness,

good COD and very good balance. Good in Pass Pro; showing good initial foot quickness, very good UOH, using a

single hand strike to create space to slow down pass rush, maintaining a good base with good knee bend and low

pad level, hopping back to sustain blocks with good leverage, anchor and play strength. Very good at diagnosing

various stunts, picking up looping DEs and blitzing LBs. Shows very good competitive toughness in 1 on 1

situations, playing through the whistle. Very good blocker in space; showing good snap and initial quickness,

taking very good angles with good speed when climbing to 2ndLevel and on Screens and Pull blocks, showing

good ability to position body with balance to impede LBs/S and CBs from taking good angles toward the ball

carrier, showing good UOH when striking to knock defenders off balance. Very good Gap blocker; showing initial

quickness when pulling and when Down blocking, taking very good angles to square up defenders, using good

hand placement and a good strike to displace defenders with very good play strength. Overall, starter who you

can win with in both a Gap or Zone scheme. He is most valuable moving laterally on Pull, Outside Zone or Screens

where he can utilize his initial quickness to get out in space.

Explosiveness

Starter who you can win with in both a Gap or Zone running scheme. He is most valuable 

moving laterally on Pull, Outside Zone or Screens where he can utilize his initial quickness 

to get out in space. Will be consistent in Pass Pro, making minimal technical mistakes. 

BEST

C

15 - 2nd - KCMissouri (MOUN)

Will fit within schemes that allow him to utilize his short area quickness: Outside Zone and 

Screen concepts and within Gap schemes that utilize his play strength. 
SCHEME FIT

PROJECTION

WORST

52

INJURIES

Tapes Viewed

Short area quickness as a Puller, Zone and Screen Blocker, Footwork, UOH, Play Strength

2018: vs SF 9/23, @JAX 10/07, vs BAL 12/09, @LAC 12/13, @SEA 12/23

34
Games Won

2018: Concussion (Missed Weeks 7 to 11); 2017: Sprained foot (Missed Weeks 3-8 before 

re-injuring foot Week 13 and being place on season-ending IR missing Weeks 14-16); 2016 

(No missed games); 2015: Concussion 

(Missed Weeks 13 + Wild Card and Divisional games)

MEASURABLES

Trending downward in Snap Percentage (Averaged less than 50% of offensive snaps in 

2017 and 2018.

65%
Games Played Games Started

52

KEY STATS

Positions StartedWinning %


